A man spoke, a world listened;: The story of Walter A. Maier and the Lutheran hour

A MAN SPOKE, A WORLD LISTENED...(From the dust jacket flaps): Walter A Maier was
one of a kind in the history of the ministry in America. On the verge of a distinguished
academic career in Old Testament studies, he stumbled upon radio in the 1920s, and used it to
achieve worldwide success as the man of the Lutheran Hour and the voice to the nations. As
such , Dr Maier was addressing a weekly audience of some twenty million listeners at the time
of his death in 1950. His paid-for religious program was by then broadcast over 1,236 stations,
in 55 countries and in some 36 languages---a record unmatched by any other radio program.
What kind of man was Walter Maier? How did he achieve such a solid success and
tremendous popularity? What was his power to attract and hold listeners? His son Paul L
Maier, has written an affectionate biography that portrays in varying colors the many facets of
the man: the seminary professor turned radio preacher; the husband and father; the productive
author; the exponent of a vigorous Christian orthodoxy, and the enthusiast for life. Walter
Maier was the Boston-born son of German immigrants, educated at Concordia Institute
(Bronxville), Boston University, Harvard, and Concordia Seminary in St Louis. It was in St
Louis that a friend introduced him to the miracle of radio. Within a short time the young
professor was preaching from an attic radio station on the Concordia campus and beginning to
shape the program and the message that would one day reach twenty million listeners a week
and elicit half a million letters annually. Paul Maier sees his father in perspective and has
written of him with gusto, a conspicuous lack of hero worship, and a dash of criticism that
Walter A Maier himself would have relished. A MAN SPOKE, A WORLD LISTENED is a
slice of Americana, a success story, a fresh variant on the life-with-Father theme, and
delightful reading
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INTERNATIONAL LUTHERAN HOUR, a program Bringing Christ to the This is the story
of Dr. Maiers life, and a full and satisfying as well as resoundingly future of The Lutheran
Hour, however, would not include Maier, who died of a A Man Spoke, A World Listened:
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